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Abstract. Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) offer a flexible way to connect
mobile devices to build complex infrastructures. A key issue in MANETs is ses-
sion set up and management since, unlike in conventional networks, there is no
centralized component to provide such a service. Yet, session set up is necessary
to provide any form of communication beyond unreliable, single message com-
munication. In this paper we describe SIPHoc, a middleware infrastructure for
session set up and management in MANETs. SIPHoc provides thesame inter-
face as the SIP standard but its implementation is fully decentralized. Moreover,
SIP session establishment to and from the Internet is possible as soon as a single
node in the MANET has Internet access. The paper presents thearchitecture and
implementation of SIPHoc and evaluates its performance. The experiments show
that SIPHoc is message efficient and provides a low dial-to-ring delay. SIPHoc
allows SIP based applications to be used in MANETs without modification. In the
paper, this is demonstrated by showing how SIPHoc supports VoIP conversations
within a MANET and between the MANET and end-points on the Internet.

1 Introduction

Multi hop, mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) offer the opportunity to extend net-
works beyond the reach of fixed infrastructures. They also allow to build complex dis-
tributed systems using mobile devices. A key problem with ad-hoc networks is that
their very nature makes it difficult to implement any form of communication requiring
sessionsrather than just best-effort dissemination of independentpackets.

Session establishment and management are key procedures inconventional net-
works. There is even a standard, theSession Initiation Protocol(SIP) [20], that is
used as a signaling protocol in applications such as Internet conferencing, telephony,
and instant messaging. Being able to use SIP in MANETs would be a significant step
towards turning MANETs into seamless extensions of conventional networks. The dif-
ficulty in doing so lies on the highly centralized architecture of SIP and the need to
provide a seamless session connection from the MANET to the Internet. Numerous at-
tempts have been made at adapting SIP to MANETs [16, 5, 12] andthere are studies on
the cost of running SIP on MANETs [2]. Unfortunately, none ofthese proposals has
been implemented and often they work only on either isolatedMANETs or MANETs
permanently connected to the Internet. Moreover, all existing solutions impose limita-
tions on the network topology and/or the routing protocol.
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In this paper we present SIPHoc, a middleware platform for session establishment
and management in MANETs that does not suffer from any of the limitations of pre-
vious proposals and has been implemented. SIPHoc does not require any centralized
components, is message efficient (through routing message piggyibacking), and in-
dependent of the routing protocol (currently, SIPHoc supports both AODV [18] and
OLSR [4]). SIPHoc does not impose any topology, and allows seamless interaction
with the Internet (by treating nodes connected to the Internet asgateway servicesand
making this information known across the MANET as a distributed service). Unlike
previous work, SIPHoc is compatible with the SIP standard.

To demonstrate the potential of SIPHoc and its feasibility,we have used SIPHoc
to provide aVoice-over-IP(VoIP) solution that supports VoIP conversations within a
MANET and between the MANET and end-points on the Internet. As far as we are
aware, SIPHoc is the only platform that allows VoIP applications to run unchanged
whether on the Internet or over a MANET. In the paper we also use the VoIP application
to study the performance of SIPHoc and show that the resulting overhead is close to
optimal and comparable to that of standard operations on MANETs.

2 Related Work and Contributions

The problem of running SIP on MANETs has many facets. In this section we describe
SIP, the design constraints for SIPHoc, and how SIPHoc differs from related work.

2.1 SIP Overview

SIP is a protocol for session initiation and tear-down. SIP works by building an overlay
network on top of a regular IP network using a set of SIP entities such as proxies and
registrar servers. ASIP proxyis an intermediary entity primarily in charge of routing: its
job is to ensure that a request is sent to another entity ’closer’ to the targeted user. ASIP
registrar is used by SIP applications to register their current location. A SIP location
serviceis used by registrars to store user location information andby SIP proxies to
query user location information.

A SIP application first registers with the system by communicating its SIP user
nameand its current location to aregistrar (Figure 1a). The registrar to be used is either
determined using DNS or it is statically configured (throughthe so calledoutbound-
proxy). Registrars and proxies are logical entities and it is not uncommon to have them
co-located on the same node. When the registrar hears from a node, it builds abinding,
i.e., an association between a SIP user name and the corresponding contact address
(typically an IP address or resolvable name).

To establish a session with another user whose current location is unknown, aSIP
INVITE messageis sent to the proxy/registrar (step 1, Figure 1b). The proxyresponds
with a100 Trying message(step 2). The 100 Trying response indicates that the INVITE
message has been received and that the proxy is trying to route the INVITE message to
the final destination. Since the outbound proxy/registrar does not know the location of
user B, it uses a DNS server to locate the proxy of the destination node and forwards
the INVITE message accordingly (steps 3 to 6). The receivingproxy/registrar uses the
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Fig. 1.Basic SIP mechanism

previously registered binding information of the user to locate the destination (steps
7 and 8) and finally delivers the INVITE message to the intended recipient (step 9).
The recipient responds with a180 Ringing message, which is routed back through the
two proxies in the reverse direction (step 10 to 12). If user Bdecides to establish the
session with user A, it responds with a200 OK(step 13 to 15). Finally, user A sends an
ACK message to confirm the reception of the 200 OK message (step 16). At this stage,
the two users have learned each others’ contact address through the INVITE/200 OK
messages and from then on they communicate directly, bypassing the two proxies.

2.2 SIP Compatibility, Decentralization and Message Efficiency

In a MANET, SIP must operate in a fully distributed manner while maintaining the same
interface and procedures. This is a challenge because several of the problems caused
by the decentralized nature of MANETS can be solved by ignoring SIP procedures.
For instance, registrars can be eliminated if all applications pro-actively announce their
contact addresses. This can be done using either a HELLO method [16] or REGISTER
broadcast messages [12]. Such approaches create a significant message overhead and
introduce incompatibilities with session mobility and tear-down. As an optimization,
[12] suggests to use the Service Location Protocol (SLP) [9]to discover the SIP bind-
ings. Unfortunately, SLP is also centralized and very inefficient in MANETs due to the
heavy use of multicast [2]. Existing work to make SLP more efficient in MANETs is
highly routing protocol specific [13].

In SIPHoc we strictly follow the SIP interface and message flow. We have tested the
compatibility with SIP by running KPhone (sourceforge.net/projects/kphone), Twinkle
(www.twinklephone.com), Jain SIP Communicator (snad.ncsl.nist.gov/proj/iptel) and
Linphone (www.linphone.org) on top of SIPHoc without any modifications. SIPHoc
addresses the lack of centralized registrars by using SLP todynamically discover the
SIP outbound proxy. However, the SLP service we use is adapted to MANETs: it only
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sends message by piggybacking them to the MANET routing messages. At the same
time, SIPHoc does not depend on a particular routing protocol, rather new routing pro-
tocols can be easily incorporated as plug-ins to the platform.

2.3 Topology independence

SIP relies on DNS to locate nodes (steps 3/4 in Figure 1b). A way to bypass the lack
of a DNS infrastructure in MANETs is to restrict the network topology and assign spe-
cialized roles to given nodes [5]. This approach makes the endpoint discovery process
easier and eliminates the need for (part of) the registrar since the position and com-
munication paths to all nodes are known in advance. This approach does not introduce
message overhead but imposes strong restrictions on the routing protocols. It is also
very difficult to efficiently maintain a fixed routing topology in mobile settings. An
alternative approach to restricted topologies is to form node clusters that act as DNS
surrogates within the MANET [22, 7]. However, electing and maintaining specialized
nodes is difficult and expensive in MANETs. In fact, it has been shown [7] that in
terms of transmitted messages, a fully distributed servicediscovery like the one used in
SIPHoc outperforms the per-cluster approach, especially in mobile scenarios.

SIPHoc has been designed to be independent of the underlyingnetwork topology
and, thus, it supports both static and mobile MANETs. As a result, SIPHoc avoids
the problem of having to elect nodes for specialized tasks and replacing them when
conditions change (e.g., when the node is switched off).

2.4 Connecting to and from the Internet

Connecting the MANET to the Internet poses several problems. First, the proxy does
not know whether the target node is in the MANET or outside. Second, establishing
sessions between nodes in and outside the MANET requires stable IP addresses. This
can be done by using NAT [6] but it also requires additional mechanism like STUN [21].
If no NAT is available, extra mechanisms are needed to maintain consistent network
addresses across connections of the MANET to the Internet.

A way to avoid such problems is to assume the MANET is permanently connected
to the Internet. Then one can impose a fixed network topology leading to the gateway
[3]. This approach does not work for establishing SIP sessions in MANETs not con-
nected to the Internet and re-introduces the problems of fixed topologies. Fixed topolo-
gies can be avoided through dynamic gateway discovery [15].There are also many
proposals for routing traffic to the Internet from a MANET [23, 19]. Unfortunately, all
such proposals are routing protocol specific and cannot be generalized. Routing inde-
pendent approaches exist [14] but require gateway nodes to be located according to a
fixed hierarchy. A more flexible design without topology assumptions is described in
[10]. Similarly, there are proposals based on IPv6 [15] and Mobile IP [10, 23, 19].

SIPHoc has been designed such that seamless and transparentcommunication with
the Internet is available across the MANET as soon as one nodein the MANET has
Internet connectivity. To maintain generality and to be applicable today, SIPHoc does
not assume NAT, IPv6 or MobileIP. Moreover, any node in the network may act as a
potential gateway: in SIPHoc gateways are established and discovered dynamically.
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3 Architecture and System Components of SIPHoc

The SIPHoc architecture is shown in Figure 2. It is based on four components running as
independent operating system processes within a node in theMANET. The components
are divided into two groups, one for implementing SIP in the MANET, and one for
connecting to the Internet.

– SIP in MANET components:

• A MANET SLPlayer providing a regular SLP (Service Location Protocol) in-
terface but implementing efficient and decentralized service lookup function-
ality. It runs only on nodes where one of the other three components is present.

• A SIPHoc Proxywith a standard SIP interface but implementing MANET spe-
cific functionality. It only runs on nodes with an end user applications. Each
SIPHoc Proxyserves as an outbound SIP proxy for local SIP applications.

– Internet connectivity components:

• A Gateway Providerthat turns the node into a gateway if the node has Internet
access.

• A Connection Providerthat manages connections of the node to the Internet
when there is a gateway in the MANET.

TheSIPHoc Proxyis accessed by the application through the standard SIP protocol.
TheDistributed Service Locatorprocess is accessed using SLP. All processes shown in
Figure 2 can be started and stopped independently of each other.

4 SIPHoc components for running SIP in MANETs

The two key problems to solve in this section are how to replace the centralized location
service by a distributed solution, and how to find other proxies without relying on DNS.
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4.1 MANET SLP

MANET SLPis a fully distributed service discovery platform for MANETs. MANET
SLP provides a regular SLP interface over UDP for service registration and lookup
(Figure 3). Services can be registered using the SLPREGISTERinterface and looked
up using the SLPLOOKUP interface. All services aresoft-state, meaning that they
expire after a specified period of time. The lifetime for locally stored services can be
defined upon startup.

MANET SLP works by piggybacking sevice information onto routing messages
(as also suggested in [24],[8]). This is done by capturing routing messages (using the
libipq [1] library under linux) and extending them with service information. As pointed
out above, this idea is not new. What is unique in MANET SLP is that the routing
specific functionality is encapsulated within arouting handler. The routing handler is a
software module that receives raw routing packets as input and generates altered packets
that include the piggybacked service information. Whetherthe routing handler acts pro-
actively and constantly disseminates information or only on demand (when a service is
needed) depends on the underlying routing protocol. Which routing handler to use is
decided at system startup. An additional advantage of this design is that, unlike in [13],
routing protocols do not have to be modified to be used in SIPHoc.

4.2 SIPHoc Proxy

A standard SIP proxy/registrar accepts SIP registrations of a collection of users from
certain domains. A SIPHoc proxy typically only accepts SIP registrations from users
(applications) on that particular device. In addition to storing these registrations in its
local location service table, each SIPHoc proxy uses MANET SLP to advertise itself
as the contact address for these registered users (e.g., as the outbound proxy for those
users). If a SIPHoc proxy receives an INVITE message and cannot find the target in its
local location service table, it consults the MANET SLP layer and forwards the INVITE
message to the proxy which was advertised as outbound proxy for this user (we call this
proceduredynamic outbound proxy selection).

An alternative approach would have been to implement a distributed storage so-
lution using MANET SLP where each proxy knows about all otherSIP users in the
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MANET. This is very efficient but creates the same problems asthe use of broad-
cast messages to register SIP applications across the MANET[16, 12] (Figure 4). If
each proxy can find out the location of the final destination ofthe session by itself
(through MANET SLP), SIP bindings are resolved directly at the caller’s proxy and IN-
VITE messages do not pass the callee’s proxy. This violates the standard SIP message
flow, where INVITE messages always pass through the proxy where the target is reg-
istered (Figure 1b). This violation creates problems with session mobility and session
tear down.

In contrast to this, through dynamic outbound proxy selection, SIPHoc complies
with the traditional SIP message flow. Moreover, the use of a proxy at each device
creates an infrastructure that is by design fully decentralized.

4.3 SIPHoc Proxy Example

How theSIPHoc Proxyworks can be best understood with an example (see Figure 5).
The example maps the standard SIP message flow shown in Figure1 to the SIPHoc
proxy and MANET SLP components just described. We assume twousers Alice and
Bob. The IP addresses of the two machines of Alice and Bob are192.168.220.1 and
192.168.220.2 respectively. Each user runs aSIPHoc Proxyon port5060 and a SIP
application on port5062. Both machines are in the MANET, within an arbitrary hop-
distance from each other.ProxyAis the proxy used by Alice andProxyBthat of Bob.

To register with SIPHoc, both users send their URI and contact address to their
proxies (1 and 5, Figure 5)):sip:alice@ethz.chand (192.168.220.1:5062 for Alice;
sip:bob@ethz.chand192.168.220.2:5062 for Bob. The local SIPHoc proxy for each
one of them will then store the corresponding entry in the local location service table
(2,6). It will also contact the underlying MANET SLP and register the entry so that
it is advertised by the MANET SLP module (3,4,7,8). Note thatthe entry in the local
location service table differs from the entry sent to the MANET SLP in that the latter
contains the contact address of the proxy (port5060) rather than the one of the user
(port5062). To establish a SIPHoc session, assume Alice contacts Bob,Alice sends an
INVITE message tosip:bob@ethz.ch(9). ProxyAchecks whether the target SIP URI
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is in the local location service table (10). If that is not case, then it requests the entry
from the MANET SLP layer (11-12). Once the contact address ofthe proxy of the user
sip:bob@ethz.chis found, the INVITE message is forwarded (13). There is no differ-
ence in whether a SIP proxy receives an INVITE message from the local user or from
another proxy over the network. Hence,ProxyB, upon receiving the INVITE message,
checks whether the requested SIP URI is available in its local location service table
(14). In this case it will find the entry (registered by Bob as192.168.220.2:5062), and
can then forward the INVITE message to Bob (15).

4.4 SIPHoc over AODV and OLSR

When the SIPHoc proxy contacts the MANET SLP module, what happens depends
on the underlying routing protocol. This is because, depending on how routing takes
place, the MANET SLP will be either pro-active or act on demand. Currently we have
implemented two different routing handlers. One for AODV [17] (on demand) and one
for OLSR [4] (pro-active). As an example of the differences in terms of how services are
found depending on the routing protocol, the message flow forsession establishment in
the case of AODV is shown in Figure 6 and for the case of OLSR in Figure 7. In an
on demand routing handler (AODV), a lookup request from the SIPHoc proxy results
in a route requestfrom the routing protocol with the SIP information piggybacked to
it [11]. In a pro-active routing handler (OLSR), the routingmessages are exploited to
constantly disseminate and maintain information across all MANET SLP modules. The
advantage of the SIPHoc architecture (Figure 2) is that all these network properties
are abstracted through the routing handler plug-in used in the MANET SLP layer and
thus neither the SIPHoc proxy nor the SIP application are concerned with the routing
protocol.
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5 Internet-connected MANETs

In this section we enhance the architecture described in theprevious Section to support
Internet connectivity.

5.1 Gateway Provider

A Gateway Provideris a process that can set up a node to become agatewayin case
the node has Internet connection, and removes thegatewayfunctionality in case the In-
ternet connection is lost.Gateway Providerprocesses are started on nodes who want to
act as gateways. Agatewayis a node that is directly connected to the Internet and con-
figured to provide Internet access to all the nodes within theMANET. Typically, these
are nodes with multiple interfaces, since one interface is configured for communication
with the MANET, and another interface is dynamically attached to the Internet. How
a Gateway Providerworks is shown in Figure 8. Once started, theGateway Provider
process keeps waiting for an Internet connection to become available (Figure 8, step 1).
Detecting whether a node has Internet connection or not is done using a specialInter-
netDetectionAPI. The idea is to exploit system support to efficiently detect apossible
Internet connection. Our current implementation makes useof the operating system
routing table. If an Internet connection has successfully been detected, say on interface
eth0, theGateway Providerprocess then creates abridgedevice on that node and im-
mediately adds interfaceeth0 to thebridge (step 2). In a following step, alayer-two
tunnellingdevicetap0is created (step 3) and also added to thebridge(step 4). The de-
vice tap0allows any node within the MANET to set up alayer-two tunnelconnection to
the gateway node. Since the tunnel devicetap0 is part of thebridge, traffic received on
tap0 is directly forwarded to the Internet via interfaceeth0. To provide MANET nodes
with such gateway functionality, aGateway Providermust however first register itself
as agatewayservice using the underlyingMANET SLPservice (step 5). Once a gateway
service is registered, any node within the MANET may look up the gateway’s location
and connect to it. If the Internet connection is lost the service will be de-registered or
will timeout, and both the tunnel endpointtap0and thebridgewill be removed.
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5.2 Connection Provider

A Connection Provideris a process that sets up anInternet connectionif a gateway
can be found.Connection Providerprocesses are started on nodes who want an Internet
connection. How aConnection Providerworks is shown in Figure 9. Once started, the
Connection Providerprocess periodically searches for a gateway service by performing
an SLP lookup request (Figure 9, step 1). If a gateway servicecan be found1, alayer-two
tunnelconnection to the gateway is established (step 2). To finallyconfigure the node
for Internet access, a DHCP request is triggered on that newly establishedtap1interface
(step 3). Since thetap0interface at the gateway node is bridged towards the Internet, the
DHCP request will eventually be answered by the DHCP server that is reachable from
the gateway node. The mechanism of IP configuration is encapsulated in anIPConfig-
uration module with a well defined interface. This allows theConnection Providerto
easily adapt to other ways of IP configuration such as, e.g., IPv6 auto-addressing or
MobileIP. After the IP configuration on thetap1device is done, the corresponding node
is not only able to communicate with any node in the Internet,but nodes from the In-
ternet may also transparently connect to that node within the MANET. A more detailed

1 Currently, if multiple gateway services are found, the listof all gateways is passed to the
tunnelling component
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perspective on how components such asbridgeandlayer-two tunnelinterfaces interact
with each other is given in Figure 10.

The proposed mechanism differs from previous work for MANET-Internet connec-
tivity in that it combines both a dynamic approach (through the use of a Gateway-
Provider and a Connection-Provider) with a routing independent approach (through
layer-two tunneling) while still being message efficient (due to MANET SLP).

5.3 Enhancing the SIPHoc Proxy

The ultimate vision of a SIP infrastructure that works in both isolated and Internet
connected MANETs is that clients can use their Internet registered SIP accounts2 trans-
parently in the MANETs. In other words, the only change should be the scope of the
corresponding SIP URI which will vary depending on whether the MANET is currently
connected to the Internet or not. For instance, assume againa user Bob in the MANET
with SIP URI sip:bob@ethz.ch. Given that Bob’s SIP account is officially associated
with the SIP provider atethz.ch, we would like calls to and from the Internet to become
possible as soon as the MANET is connected. On the other hand,Bob should always
be able to call any SIP user within the MANET – and vice versa – even if the MANET
is currently disconnected from the Internet. To implement this vision of transparent and
seamless SIP connectivity, two problems have to be solved: First, the proxy has to know
whether the target node is in the MANET or outside. Second, the proxy has to make
sure the contact address used during SIP session establishment is in fact reachable by
the target user.

Let us first see how the proxy determines the SIP target. Suppose the MANET is
currently connected to the Internet3. Besides registering users as described in section
4.2, the proxy now additionally forwards SIP REGISTER messages to the Internet if
a responsible proxy for the specified domain is available. Upon receiving an INVITE
message, the proxy immediately forwards the request to the Internet. If the INVITE
process succeeds, the call is considered to be established.If the INVITE process fails –
because either the target SIP URI is not registered with any proxy in the Internet, or the
user is not online – the INVITE message will simply be forwarded to the responsible
proxy in the MANET, if available. To minimize the call-to-ring delay, looking up the
outbound-proxy is done concurrently with the forwarding ofthe INVITE message to
the Internet. The workflow of a SIPHoc proxy as described is illustrated in Figure 11.
The activities, highlighted grey and labeled ”Continue as usual”, refer to the procedures
described in section 4.2

Let us now see how the proxy copes with SIP user contact addresses when hav-
ing an Internet connection. Typically, nodes with Internetconnection have multiple IP
addresses assigned (see section 5.2). Let’s call the IP address used in the MANETinter-
nal and the one used for communicating to the Internetexternal. The SIP applications
we used implement static binding, meaning that they use the IP address determined

2 A SIP account associated with some official SIP provider in the Internet
3 The SIPHoc proxy detects an Internet connection using the InternetDetectionAPI described in

section 5.1
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Fig. 11.Activity Diagram of theSIPHoc Proxy(SIP-Processor Component)

at startup time to be included in the contact address field of any SIP message sent to-
wards the proxy (REGISTER, INVITE). Since theexternalIP address is configured
dynamically when Internet connectivity is available, SIP messages would carry contact
addresses pointing to aninternal IP address. In practice, for connections to and from
the Internet, one would however like to include theexternalIP address in the contact
header of the SIP message because these addresses are used later by the application to
establish the actual session. For the application to know which address to include in the
contact header, it would have to know about its connection state (Internet, MANET) and
the one of the target. Since we want out-of-the-box SIP applications to run transparently
in heterogeneous MANETs without the application having to be modified, we propose
a concept calledSIP contact-address translationto be implemented in the proxy. In
Figure 11 this is illustrated by two additional activities before the final message for-
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warding. In the case of a SIP request (INVITE, REGISTER), theold contact address is
first saved. Then, the contact address is changed to theexternalIP address of the proxy.
Once a response for a given request is received, the contact address is changed back to
the original address that is used by the local SIP application (Figure 11). This keeps the
application totally unaware of whether it communicates over the Internet or only within
the MANET.

6 Case Study: VoIP in MANETs

6.1 VoIP

Since SIPHoc is strictly SIP compatible, it allows out-of-the-box SIP based VoIP ap-
plications to run transparently in MANETs. In this section we use Kphone as a VoIP
application to evaluate our SIP infrastructure. However, we also have successfully tested
SIPHoc with various other Softphones such as Linphone, Twinkle or Ekiga. From a user
perspective, the metric of interest is thedial-to-ringdelay, i.e., the time elapsed between
the caller clicking the button on the calling terminal and the time the called party hears
the ringing. This call setup includes a set of SIP messages (INVITE, TRYING, RING-
ING) as well as the associated routing messages with their service extensions embed-
ded. The duration of the call setup depends on the current locations of caller and callee
(MANET, Internet) and on the routing protocol used (AODV, OLSR). The following
two sections evaluate the session setup time for a) pure Ad Hoc environments and b)
Internet-connected Ad Hoc networks.

6.2 Experimental Setup

The measurements were done using 6 notebook computers running Debian 3.1 (Sarge).
Five of them had a 2.0Ghz Mobile Pentium 4 and were equipped with an integrated
11Mbit/s IEEE802.11b wireless network interface card and were running kernel 2.6.8.
The sixth laptop had a Pentium M processor with 1.73GHz combined with a 54Mbit/s
IEEE802.11g wireless network interface card (used at 11Mbit/s through configuration)
and was running kernel 2.6.11. Because it would be difficult to find a spatial separation
of the notebooks which would have required multihop communication between them,
an artificial separation using packet filter rules was used: They were only allowed to
communicate with their direct neighbors , all other traffic was dropped (by the default
policy). All results are averages over a set of 10 tests. The routing performance was
measured by restarting the AODV daemon and issuing an ICMP packet to the target
host afterwards, so the time required for the route discovery could be calculated from
entries in the log of the AODV daemon. The same goes for the service lookup times
where the SLP daemons were restarted after every lookup.

6.3 Performance in a MANET

In Figure 12a we study the session setup time for the AODV caseand relate the re-
sults to both the route establishment and the service discovery time. The x-axis in Fig-
ure 12a refers to the number of nodes on the path (hop distance) between the caller
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Fig. 12.Performance of SIPHoc in MANETs

and the callee. A first observation from Figure 12a is that looking up a service using
MANET SLP only takes a few milliseconds longer than a simple route request for the
same hop distance. Therefore, the price for piggybacking service information into rout-
ing messages is minimal. At the same time, MANET SLP reduces the time necessary to
access a given service, since service lookup and route discovery take place simultane-
ously. As a direct conclusion from this, the SIP dial-to-ring delay is kept very low, only
a few milliseconds more than the MANET SLP service discoverytime. The overhead
comes from the three additional messages involved in a SIP session setup (INVITE,
Trying, RINGING). Please note that even if the SIPHoc proxy on the caller part would
resolve the requested SIP URI by some magic oracle in zero time, the dial-to-ring de-
lay would still be at least the sum of these 3 messages plus theroute establishment
time. Thus the measurements prove that SIPHoc reduces the dial-to-ring delay almost
to the lowest value possible. The gap in time between three and four hops in Figure 12a
is due to AODV’sexpanded ring searchtechnique [17]. In anexpanding ring search,
the originating node initially uses a TTL equal 2 in the RREQ packet IP header and
sets a timeout for receiving a RREP. If the RREQ times out without corresponding
RREP, the originator broadcasts the RREQ again with the TTL incremented by 2 until
a TTL threshold is reached4. In Figure 12a, nodes within a distance of three hops can
be reached with a TTL value of 2 (one RREQ message), nodes within a distance of 4
and 5 hops, however, can only be reached with a TTL value of 4 (two RREQ messages)
which leads to a gap in the route and discovery time.

While for the AODV case most of the overhead goes into dynamically looking up
the outbound proxy during session establishment, the majoroverhead for the OLSR
case is during the SIP registration phase. In Figure 12b we study the time needed for a
SIP registration to be propagated across the network using OLSR. The x-axis of Figure
12b indicates the hop distance between the local proxy receiving the registration (source
proxy) and the target. We see that even nodes being 5 hops apart from the source proxy
receive the service information in less a second. Thus, already one second after a user

4 Initial TTL value and increment can also be configured differently
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Fig. 13.Evaluation setup

has registered with its local proxy, all nodes within a hop distance of 5 nodes have
the SIP binding of the given user accessible in their local MANET SLP process. Once
the SIP binding of a user is available locally, the SIP dial-to-ring delay reduces to the
time needed to send and receive the messages involved in a call setup (INVITE, Trying,
RINGING), which is about 100ms (Figure 12b).

The conclusion from these results, both for AODV and OLSR, isthat thedial-to-
ring delay in an ad hoc network usingSIPHocis comparable to the route discovery
time. In this sense, SIPHoc is close to optimal.

6.4 Internet-connected environment: scenarios

The next experiment evaluates the dial-to-ring delay for Internet connections. The setup
consists of 5 laptops5 arranged to form a linear 4-hop network. On the MANET side,
there is user Alice with no direct Internet access. User Bob is on the other extreme of
the MANET and is on a node that – in some experiments – acts as gateway and has
Internet access. A third user, Chris, is located in the Internet. We also assume a SIP
proxy onsip.ethz.chlocated in the Internet. We have evaluated thedial-to-ring delay
in 7 scenarios as illustrated in Figure 13: (1) Bob calling Chris using an unmodified
out-of-the-box SIP proxy6 as a forwarding proxy for Bob; (2) Bob calling Chris using
SIPHoc; (3) Alice calling Chris using Bob as a gateway; (4) Chris calling Alice using
Bob as a gateway; (5) Bob calling Alice when Bob is disconnected from the Internet;
(6) Bob calling Alice when Bob is connected to the Internet; and (7) Bob calling Alice
when Bob is connected to the Internet and Alice is connected to the Internet using
the gateway provided by Bob (therefore the INVITE message isrouted through the
Internet). We also include the cost of an AODV route request (8) for comparison.

5 DELL Latitude, 2Ghz Intel Pentium IV, 256 MB RAM
6 We have used the JAIN Proxy: http://snad.ncsl.nist.gov/proj/iptel
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6.5 Internet-connected environment: experiments

Each set of bars in Figure 14 corresponds to the result of one scenario, with the x-axis
representing the scenario identifier. For all scenarios except the first one, we consider
both the case where AODV is used as a routing protocol and the case where OLSR is
used. Scenarios 1 and 2 are SIP connections over the Internet. They allow to determine
the cost of SIPHoc over a plain SIP infrastructure. The results show that the overhead
of SIPHoc (scenario 2) is small compared with the cost of using a plain SIP proxy
(scenario 1). The overhead comes from theSIPHoc Proxythat performs various checks
(looking up whether the node has Internet connection or not,preparing MANET SLP
lookup) before forwarding the actual INVITE message tosip.ethz.ch. Since the target
user Chris in scenario 1 is located in the Internet, the SIPHoc proxy invite processing
succeeds without the MANET SLP layer being involved (Figure11). Thus, there is no
difference between the dial-to-ring delay for AODV and OLSRin scenario 1. Scenarios
3 and 4 are in the range of scenario 2 indicating that the 4-hoplatency in the MANET
is rather negligible compared to the whole session setup time. Furthermore, scenarios
3 and 4 confirm that both directions, MANET-Internet and Internet-MANET, perform
similarly. The reason why there is no significant differencebetween the AODV and
the OLSR case is that the route between Alice and the gateway is established during
the gateway discovery phase which takes place asynchronously in a separate process
(connection provider, Section 5.2) before the actual session establishment. In scenario
5, the target user cannot be found in the Internet, thus callsto the MANET SLP layer are
necessary. If AODV and the corresponding MANET SLP routing handler is used, the
dynamic discovery of the outbound-proxy (section 4.2) results in additional messages
sent across the network, which increases the overall dial-to-ring time. The overhead is
nevertheless in the range of a route request (scenario 8). This is because the outbound-
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proxy lookup and the route discovery take place simultaneously. If OLSR is used in
combination with the corresponding MANET SLP routing handler, no overhead at all
is observed when comparing scenarios 5 and 6 with scenarios 3and 4. This is because
the SIP registration information has been propagated across the network pro-actively,
piggybacked on routing messages. In scenario 6, note that the MANET is considered
to be connected to the Internet. However, since Alice uses anofficial SIP account, but
is not connected to the Internet, theSIPHoc Proxyreceives an offline response from
sip.ethz.chand then proceeds as in scenario 5, leading to a similar result. Scenario 7 has
an impressive performance considering that the call goes through 4 hops in the MANET,
the gateway and the Internet consecutively. The call is faster than the calls in scenarios
5 and 6 since no MANET SLP lookup is involved, but takes longerthan scenarios 3 and
4 because both endpoints use aSIPHoc Proxy. The results for AODV and OLSR again
match quite well since the SIPHoc proxy succeeds immediately to establish a session
over the Internet and no MANET SLP call is necessary.

The results have shown that the overhead for calls to and fromthe Internet is within
an acceptable range. This is mainly due to the strategy described in section 5, after
which the SIPHoc proxy always first tries to establish a SIP session over the Internet
and only uses dynamic outbound-proxy discovery if necessary. Since the overhead of
calls to the Internet is negligible compared to the overheadwithin the MANET, the
overhead in case a given user cannot be found in the Internet is almost zero.

6.6 Gateway service

One important last question is how fast the gateway service can be discovered in the
MANET. The answer depends on the routing protocol used. For the AODV case, the
gateway service discovery time corresponds to the values for service discovery shown
in Figure 12a. For the OLSR case, the gateway discovery time corresponds to the reg-
istration propagation time shown in Figure 12b.

To see whether tunnel maintenance affects the performance of the gateway, we have
measureddial-to-ring delays for various setups with up to 1000 additional (idle) tunnel
connections, without observing any recognizable slowdown.

We have also studied the packet overhead caused by the fact that the gateway is
accessed through a layer 2 tunnel which wraps the packet and adds its own Ethernet
and IP headers. The Ethernet header uses 14 bytes and the IP header 20 bytes.openvpn,
used as tunneling application in our setting, sends its packets using UDP which adds
another 8 bytes. This results in an overall overhead of 42 bytes per packet. Compared
with the typical MTU of 1500 bytes per packet in Ethernet, an overhead of 42 bytes is
almost irrelevant. For voice data, however, the audio data contained in a UDP packet
is typically in the range of 160-172 bytes. A voice data packet on the wire without the
tunneling overhead would therefore have a size of 214 bytes.With the tunnel header,
the size of each packet increases to 256 bytes. This is an overhead of 20%. If only a few
nodes in the network communicate through the gateway using tunneling this overhead
will not have a large effect. If the network is big and most of the users communicate
through the gateway, an overhead of 20% may decrease the available capacity.
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6.7 Discussion

We have shown in sections 6.3 and 6.5 that SIPHoc provides a very efficient SIP mid-
dleware infrastructure for VoIP applications in both isolated and Internet connected
MANETs. Our experiments illustrate that SIPHoc is able to establish sessions within a
few hundred milliseconds, regardless whether the other party is located in the MANET
or in the Internet. Due to the efficient architecture of SIPHoc, the overhead in the dial-
to-ring delay stays in the order of a route discovery time, which is the lowest value
possible since the cost of a route discovery has to be paid anyway.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we have presentedSIPHoc, a middleware providing SIP-compatible ses-
sion establishment in both isolated and Internet-connected MANETs. The advantages
over existing work are thatSIPHocdoes not impose any network topology, does not
involve any centralized components, does not require the modification of existing stan-
dards, is message efficient, and has an overhead comparable to MANET route requests.
In the paper we have used VoIP to show how SIPHoc can be used by SIP-compatible ap-
plications to transparently establish sessions with otherparties either located within the
MANET or in the Internet. To the best of our knowledge,SIPHocis the first complete
implementation of a SIP infrastructure for MANETs and the only one that resolves all
the limitations of existing work.
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